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THE MAKING OF RAG PAPER
Ron Abbey of the NSll/ Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc has contributed the following which oiginally appeared as an
article entitled A Paper-Millwritten by Charles Dickens and published in Household Worils on ilst August 1850.

Ron was in the Merchant Serticefor nvent.v years and in the course of his travels, he visited many paper-mills in British
Colombia, Nova Scotia, New kaland, Tasmania, the UK and the USA. Every mill used woodchips as the basis of their
protluction:toprocessthechipseverymillwaslocatednearoronasourceoffreshwatere.g.aiver, lochorfiord. Every
mill polluted thatwater and the land about it. When Ron became a professional bool<seller, he became citical of modern
pqter and book manufacture. Short of claiming Luddite affections he realised that machines, while speeding up the rate
of production, had contributed nothing to its quality. The-first and most seious deJiciency was, and remains, the quality
o-f paper itself.
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LDER READERS may have childhood rnemories
of Rag-and-Bone men trolling city streets seated
on horse-drawn carts and collecting rags andjunk.

Few of us realised that those rags were for paper-making.
Bookbinders have, at some time or rurother, noticed the
extraordinary quality of rag-paper, often 300 years old,
showing no signs ofdeterioration. Bales ofrags used to be
a common cargo in those ships which traded to countries
that used little paper and so imported most of their needs
yet were also heavy users ofcotton e.g. Eastern countries
such as India. Though we know ofthe old process, we have
few eye-witness accoturts of it.

This colourful and typical piece of Dickens' journalism is
reprinted here to fi.rther illustrate his authority both as

social observer and activist. Few readers and scholars
appear to be aware of the extraordinary lengths that
Charles Dickens went to for articles to be published in the
newspapers and magazines that employed him, or in the
two which he owned for most of his life ; I/a us eh ol d ll o rds
and A I I T h e Y e sr R o un d. A P ap er- Mi I I was mostly written
by Dickens although, as in so much ofhis li fe ofj ournalism,
he was aided bywriters such asWilkie Collins, W H Wills,
Caroline Chisholm, Charles Knight, RH (Hengist) Home,
Henry Morley, Charles Collins (Wilkie's brother) and
Mark Lemon.
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Collections suchas The Uncommercial Traveller, Reprinted
Piaces, Sketches by Boz and Master Humphrey's Clock
contain most of Dickens' journalism in generally accepted
'complete'editions or sets. However, much else survived
itt eitlrer bound copies of Household l{ords or All The
Year Round (they are usually available, in fine condition,
fiorn good booksellers in the UK, for about I35 for the odd
volurne), or in newer collections edited by F G Kitton, F W
Maltz and Professor Harry Stone.

Whether Dickens wrote of streets of prostitution, the work
of the Post Office, the short lives of Merchant seamen (or
poor Mercantile Jack), of nurses and midwifes, of
workhouses, alm-houses or gin-shops and dames schools,
his writing drips of authenticity. Few other joumalists of
his time achieved that. No others fought as tenaciously as
he to correct the ills that he encountered - and I include
every novelist of his time and ours. Dickens possessed a
great curiosity, as have many others, yet he went much
further by not only publishing his findings but working
feverishly to correct and improve many social curses and
wrongs. His extensive correspondence as revealed by the
huge Oxford set of volumes attestto that constant, reforming
spirit more convincingly than any biography.
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Down at Dartford, where rag-paper is still made, the town
is hardly fording the River Dart any more since much of it
was dried up when I lived around there halfa century ago.
One or two small papermakers have survived there. In the
British Columbian fiords, most have moved on since their
raw material, trees, has been used up and the environs are
now as bare as a beaver's backside.

Cotton is being grown, nowadays, to make paper. Few of
us will live long enough to see it take the place of wood
pulp altogether, but bookbinders, printers, publishers and
archivists may, at least, pray forthathappy, inevitable day.

For reasons of space, the text has been abbreviated and
some explanatory notes added in parentheses and at foot.

A Paper-Mill is not in print. Nor is it available in any
collected form that remains in print. It has been copied
from its original setting in the two-columned weekly
periodical Household Words, founded by Dickens in
March 1850 (the fust issue on March 30th contained a
wonderful article on which Caroline Chisholm "assisted"
Dickens, A Bundle of Emigrant's Lettels). R.F.A.

Today, the pleasant little river Darent (usually abbrev. to
Dart) ranthe same course and sparkl,:d inthe same sun but
the river has changed since Wat the Blacksmith, bending
over his bucket, saw his grimy face impatient of unjust and
grievous tribute making remonstrance with him for his
long endurance. Now there are books in the running
brooks for they go to feed the Paper-Mill.

In the church yonder, hidden behind the trees, is the tomb
of Sir John Spielmm tsr, a jeweller to the Queen (when she
had grown to be a dame, age 50 or so), who built a paper-
mill for the making of writing-paper and to whom his
Royal Mistress was pleased to grant a license "for the sole
gathering for ten years ofall rags etc. necessary for the
rnaking of such paper".

As I trnn dovrm by the hawthom hedge into the valley, a sound
comes in my ears like the munnuring and lhrobbtng ofa mighty
giant labouring hard. It is the noise ofa Steam Engine.

fuid now, before me, white and clean without, radiant in
the sun, with the sweet, clear river tumbling merrily down
to kiss it and help it in the work that it does, is the Paper-
Mill!

Paper!

White, pure, spick-and-span, new paper with that fresh
smell that takes us back to school and our schoolbooks.
Can it ever come from rags like these?

A PAPER-MILL
by CHARLES DICKENS (assisted by MARK LEMON)

HouseholdWords August 31st, 1850.

OWN AT DARTFORD IN KENT, on a fine
bright day, I strolled through the pleasant green
Ianes on my way to a Paper-Mill.

Accustomed, mainly, to associate Dartford with Gunpowder
Mills ('), and formidable tin canisters illustrated, in
copperplate, with the outpourings ofa generous cornucopia
of dead gorne (z), I found it pleasant to think, on a sunmer
moming, when living creatures were, mostly, enjoying those
lives, that it was not powder on my mind - but PAPER.

If snudy Wat Tyler t3), aman ofthis town of Dartford, could
only have anticipated (and reversed) the precept of the
pious Orartge-Lodgers ta) fy placing his trust in Providence
and keeping his paper damp - for pnnting - he need never
have marched on London at the head of his army of
100,000 and there been terminated while happily
negotiating the surrender ofthat capital with the acquiescent
yorurg Richard II. Thenmight the "general enfranchisement
of all bondrnen", Tyler's purpose, have come much sooner
than it did. Then might working-men have maintained the
honour and decency oftheir daughters, through many a
score oftroubled years, when they were set as the clods of
the valley, broken by the ploughshare.

But, in those days, paper and printing were not for the
people. Wat died, murdered at Smithfield, and heaven
only knows what became of his daughter. And so the
ferocious wheel of State went driving around for some
centuries longer.
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ls it from such bales ofdusty rags, native and foreign, of
every colour and of every kind that virgin paper, to be

uryitten on and printed on, proceeds?

What a grave of dress this rag-store is; what a lesson of
vzurity it preaches! The coarse blouse of the Flemish
labourer, the fine cambric ofthe Paris lady, the court dress
of the Austrian jailer, the miserable garb of the Italian
peasant, the woollen petticoat of the Bavarian girl, the
Cardinal's robe and hat and the ploughman' s nightcap. All
dwindle dowr to this.

As it is with the wom so slull it be with the wearers.

My guide leads the way into another room. I arn to go as
the rags go - through the Mill. Here in another room are
sorne tluee-score women at little tables, each with an
awful, scythe-shaped knife standing erect upon it t0), and
looking like the veritable tooth-of-time. I too am distributed
amorlg these women and worried into smaller shreds and
tom cross-wise at the knives; already I begin to lose
something of my grosser nature. The room is filled with
the finest dust and as gratings drop from the knives they fall
through the perforated surface of the tables into the
receptacles undemeath. Now small enough, the rags are
bundled up and carried away in baskets. They are stowed
in immense bins, until needed in the Boiling Room. The
Boiling Room has enorrnous cauldrons in it, each with its
own big lid, hanging to the beams ofthe roof and put on by
rnachinery when it is full.

It is a very clean place, coddled by much boiling like a
washerwoman's fingers. It looks as if the kitchen of the
Parish Union had gone into partnership with the church
belfry. Here the rags are pressed, squeezed and jammed,
a dozen feet deep, into a cauldron where they simmer, boil
and stew for a long, long time.

Then, a dense tight mass, cut out in pieces like so much
clay; very clean, faint in colour, greatly purified and
gradually becoming quite ethereal and in this improved
condition they are taken to the Cutting Room. They are
rinsed in clear, ftesh water then subjected to the action of
large rollers filled with transverse knives revolving by
steam power upon iron beds of no fewer than two million
cuts per mhute. Within the memory of man though, the
functions of this machine were performed by an ordinary
pestle and mortar. This continues until the pulp looks like
shaving lather. Then it is run offinto chambers underneath
where the water is drained away.
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The pulp on this occasion is a light blue but if it has indigo
in it or a pale fawn from which those dyes have been

expelled, then it is necessary to bleach (the blue being used
for paper of that tint). The pulp is then placed in certain
stone chambers like catacombs, hermetically sealed except
the f,rrst compafiment which communicates with a gaso-

meter containing manganese, vitriol and salt. From the
mixture of these ingredients a very disagreeable smell is
generated. It is forced through all the chambers each of
which communicates with the other. These continue closed
for sorne twenty-four hours when a man opens them and
takes to his heels immediately to avoid the offensive gas.

After being aired a little the rag-pulp (quite white now) is
again conveyed to some more obliging rollers upstairs. At
it these grinders go! At f,rst the pulp looks like the most
delicious curds and whey, then changed to gruel, not thin
oatmeal but rich, creamy, tempting gruel!

Now I am ready to observe the last, most astounding trans-
formation and watch the pulp being made into paper by the
machine.

How could the subtle mind of this Leviathan receive the
pulp on a sheet of wire-gauze in gruel form, slide it on,
gradually assuming consistency, gently becoming just a
little paper-like, holding tight by other surfaces, smoothly
ascending Witneya Hills, lightly coming down into a
woolly open country, easily rolling over and under a
planetary system of heated cylinders, large and small and
ever growing, the pulp, all the while, becoming stronger
and rnore paper-like. Thus the Leviathan changes rags, in
less time than it takes to tell about it, into any sort ofpaper
that is wanted, dries it, cuts it into lengths and sheets, then
conveyed in trucks where the paper is examined and the
defective portions thrown out for the mill again. Then it
is made up into quires and reams andweighed and excised
(taxed) by the resident Exciseman by the hundredweight.
The paper is then ready for its work.

Of paper being made the subject of a nonsensical Excise
Duty and the subject of debate in the House of Commons
I will say notlr rrng. (.Then C. D. pro c e e d s to s ay s ome thi ng).
AII the world knows that when the Honourable Chancellor
ofthe Exchequer, for the time being, says paper is only that
the worse by a duty of fifteen shillings per hundredweight,
he is one wrong Honourable. And he either dont know,
dont care or anything about paper. He leaves out of
consideration all the vexatious, dbpressing and restricting
influences ofexcise duty on any ffade, and all ofthe extra
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"Presse-Pdte" or
ilrF..?T. i'i.=i _:-.i-\\r.ns\ .;s Y >\-'a
.stuf Paper Making Machine,
make the paper.

..

similar to that as used in Dickens' times, where the pulp is passed
Taken from Encyclopedia Binanica, 11th Edition, 1910-lLover heated rollers to
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costs and charges ofpacking, carrying and re-carrying that
rnust be imposed by the manufacturer then, of course,
imposed upon the paper-buying public.

I arn rags no rnore but a visitor to the Paper-Mill. I arn
pleased to see the mill in such beautiful order and the
rvorkers so thriving. I think that my good friend the owner
has reason for saying, with an agreeable smile, that he is
never so contented as when he is in rags.

But may I always recollect that paper has another mighty
Duty that is set forth in no Schedule of Excise and that its
llanles are love, forbearance, mercy, progress and scorn of
the Hydra cant with all its million heads!(E)

NOTES
( l) Manufactories inthe Dartford-Erithdistrict, being

close to Woolwich, its great arsenal andannouries, produced
explosives.

(2) Gun-powder was marketed in small paper packets
in decorated copper and tin canisters.
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(3) WatTyler, (? - l38l) wasablacksmithwho, with
his lieutenant, Jack Straw, (Dickens often refreshed himself
at the famous Hampstead tavern, Jack Straw's Castle), led
a revolt against King and Church to rid England of
serfdom and slavery. He was murdered by the Lord Mayor
of London while discussing peace terms withthe monarch
and his ministers; terrible retribution followed.

(4) Orange-Lodgers; in 1795 Freemasons belonging
to the Belfast Orange Lodge (named after William of
Orange) took their slogan Cromwell's battle-cry, "Put
your trust in God but mind to keep your powder dry!"

(5) German goldsmith who worked in London from
I 583-97.

(6) Probably a board-cutter/guillotine.
(1) Witney (cream-coloured and soft) blankets are

still made at Witney, fourteen miles from Oxford.
(8) Hydrawas amythical, multi-headed, water snake

of the Lernan marshes. It was one of Hercules' twelve
labours to destroy it but every time he sliced off a head, two
newones grew. Hydra-headedproblems,therefore, are those
which, defiantly, multiply despite all efforts to combatthem.

OR THOSE INTERESTED in the history of paper
manufacture, some excerpts from century-old texts
are provided hereunder. Ron Abbey and Rowley

Corbett of the NJZGuiltl of Craft Bookbinerc Inchave
researched these from the Encyclopedia Bittanica (llth
Edition) and other references. As there is a considerable
amount of information which would be far too great to be
accommodated in this journal, those only relating to rag
paper manufacture have been re-printed here.

PAPER may best be described as a more or less thin tissue
composed ofany fi brous material, whose individual fibres,
first separated by mechanical action, are then deposited
and felted togetheronwire clothwhile suspended inwater.
The main constituent in the structure of all plants is the
fibre or cellulose which forms the casing or walls of the
different cells; it is the woody portion of the plant freed
from all foreign substances. It is the object ofthe paper-
maker to eliminate the glutinous, resinous, silicaceous and
other intercellular matters and to produce the fibre as ptue
and as strong as possible.

Lirren and cotton rags, having already undergone a process
of manufacture, consist of almost pwe fibres with the add-
ition of fatty and colouring matters which can be got rid of
by simple boiling under a low pressure of steam and with
a weak alkaline solution; but the substitutes for rags, es-
parto, wood, straw, &c., being used as they come from the
soil, contain all the intercellularmatter inits original form,
which has to be dissolved by strong chemical treatment
under a high temperature.

Rags arrive at the mill from the rag merchants, either
roughly sorted into grades ormixed in quality, and the first
process is to free them from sand, dust or other impurities,
cut into a workable size about four inches square. For best
work, hand-cutting, done by women, is still prefened, but
it is expeusive. After further thrashing and dusting, the
rags are ready for boiling. Various forms of vessels are
used for boihng, but usually they are made to revolve by

means of suitable gearing, and are either cylindrical or
spherical. (fi g I ). In these the rags are boiledwith an alkaline
solution under low steam pressure for six to twelve hours.

FIG. I. - Revolving Spheical Rag Boiler.

The next step is that of washing and "breaking in", which
takes place in an engine called the "breaker". This (fig 2)
is an oblong shallow vessel or trough with rounded ends
and dished bottorn, usually about 13ft long by 6ft wide,by
about 2ft 6in in depth, but the size varies greatly. It is partly
divided along the centre by a partition or "mid-feather" and
is furnished with a heavy cast-iron roll fitted round its cir-
cumference with knives or bars of steel i:r bunches or
clumps. Underneath the roll and fixed in the bottom ofthe
trough is the "plate", consisting of a number of parallel
steel bars bedded in a wooden frame. The roll can be raised
or lowered on the plate as desired. The duty of the roll is
to cut and tease out the rags, and also to act as a lifter to
cause the stuffto circulate round the trough.

t2
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The breaker is half filled with water and packed with the

boiled rags; an ample supply of clean water is withdrawn
bythe "drun-washer", ahollow cylinder fitted withbuck-
ets and covered with fine wire-cloth. During the washittg
process, the roll is gradually lowered on the plate to tease

out the rags into their orignial fibres; this operation takes
frorn two to four hours. As soon as all signs of the textile
nature of the rnaterial are destroyed, the washing water is
tumed off, the drum-washer lifted, and a solution ofchlorine
or bleach is mn in to bring the pulp up to the degree of
whiteness desired, after which the rag "half-stuf is emptied
into steeps or drainers, where it is stored ready for use.

The production ofpaper (all types) in the United Kingdom in
1842 was 43 I 66 tons; in I 852, 70 000 tons; in I 86 l, 102 456
tons: in 1851, there were 349 paper-mills in England, 48 in
Scotland, and 40 in Ireland. In 1890, paper production in
Europe rncluding the UKwas some I 049 000 tons from 3 286
mills whilst in the USA, production was I 200 000 tons from
over I 000 mills. Australasia had 7 mills.

Another useful reference is Norris, F H: Paper and Paper
Making. Oxford University Press, London. 1952. A brief
history of paper making is included but the bulk of the text
comprises paper making technology as of that period. A
good description ofthe various types ofpapers and boards is
given together with production calculations and Imperial
paper sizes (not ISO sizes). Available in the Guild's library.

TIPS OI{ MONOTYPE AND FOUNDRY TYPE LETTERS
Michael Mathew of the NSll Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc has been buying type lettersfromvariousfirms of pinters
to crcate his own sets o-ffonts and has sold excess items to other bookbinders. Following requests from those wishing
to acquire their own setsfor book titling, Michael has submitted this article giving hints about second-hand type letters.
'fhere is no local supplier or manu,facturer available who will supply type sets in bookbinders' quantities;Australian Type
Co o.f Melbourne can supply new fonts or as available ex their second-hand stock.

HILST BRASS TYPE is unquestionably
superior, and hence prefened, to either monotype
or foundry type f.lr blocking titles onto books,

this option is rather expensive for the amateur and hence
the lesser printing quality metals represents a useful source
ofblocking letters and designs provided they are used and
cared for properly.

Almost no finn will rnanufactwe or supply new sets of
letters for bookbinders; ifnew type is available, it is supp-
lied to printers' typefaces, sizes ald quantities. This is an
expensive option for bookbinders unless such sets be div-
ided arnongst colleagues. What has been available and
seems to be getting scarcer, is second-hand type, with most
of the letters having been used but some letters having little
or no previous use.

Of the two materials used for printers' type, the less
colnrnoll foundry metal is preferred because it is harder
thau monotype metal. The additional hardness gives a

longer life to the edges ofthe letters and hence a cleaner
finish. However, the use ofeither foundry type or monotype
materials require careful attention to avoid overheating;
the common belief that foundry type had a higher melting
pointhasbeen diqpelled. Referto JuneMcNicol's articles:

Typ ograp hy for B oo kbinders :
Morocco Bound, Vol 14 No 3

Problems with Type Metal:
Morocco Bound, Vol 15 No I

Brass type, being a stronger material and made especially
forbookbinding, has well recessed letters. This is imporAnt
forblocking onto leatherwhere adegree of compression of
the material is needed because ofthe surface inegularities.
Monotype and foundry type letters vary - those with
shallow recessed letters can only be successfully used on
bookcloth where the compression ofthe material is vastly
less than with leather. I have generally found that foundry
type letters tend to be more recessed than monotype letters.

l3
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Brass font sets ordered from say, a UK supplier, come in
a standard set of 100 letters, numerals and punctuation.

The NSW Guild has found this to be inadequate for several
rarlges of work and at the Guild's Ralph Lewis ll/orkshop,
there is generally I % sets in most fonts. A viable font set
has been found to comprise the following minimum numbers
of letters as showt in the tabulation at the bottom of this
page although lesser quantities may be adequate in the
larger point sizes (eg 24 and 30pt).

Unlike brass type where it is possible to get letters cut,
replacernent letters are rarely available for second-hand
sets. This leads to a need for even greater care in handling
(loss, damage, overheating) thur with brass type.

Different manufacturers place the letters differently on the
type block - at the top, centrally or at the bottom. For type
that is set in a blocking machine chase, this is not an
irnportant issue; for ffi to be used in hand-held typeholders,
users seem to prefer type positioned at the top ofthe block
to permit easier eye alignment.

Desirable fonts (ypeface and point size) are very much a
matter oftaste. I personally have over 3 0 fonts but use only
3 or 4 extensively. tn my experience 10, 12,14 and l8pt
sizes (l point: tlTrof an inch) in two typefaces (a Times
Roman style and a sans serif style) will cover most situ-
ations, although 24pt is also helpful. l4pt is the hardest to
obtain because it was never a cornmon size for printers.
Purchasers should be aware that the point size quoted is the
size ofthe block rather than the height ofthe letter; a l2pt
typeface may in fact carry a larger leuer than a l4pt block,
depending on the manufacturer.

Before purchasing type, check for the extent ofwear as
letters which are rounded at the edges will not block
clearly. Often in a printer's tray, up to 50% of the letters
will be worn whilst few of the Q's or Z's may have never
been used. Ifyou are able to purchase a whole tray ofa
particular font, you will almost always get enough good
letters but one needs to check carefully for the extent of
missing letters. Missing C's can often be made from sur-
plus O's; F's from E's and Q's can usually be converted to
O's. Printers have often converted commas to full stops
and semicolons to colons. The tools needed are a sharp
knife and a small file. Dents onthe bodies of letters canbe
filed away but nicks in letters make them useless.

Foundry metal type can always be identified by the semi-
circular notches (one to three) in the side ofthe blocks;
monotype having a single rectangular notch.
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Ifthe type has been used, it first needs to be cleaned ofold
ink and inspected for damage. The cleaning is for ease of
later handling as I have not found the ink to come off on the
blocking foil. Trial and error is needed to determine
whether kerosene or mineral turpentine will remove the
ink; the effective solvent depending on the base material
in the ink. hnmersion in a bowl or boule and use of a soft
toothbrush will clean the faces.

Not even brass type will withstand dropping or other care-
less handling such as .unduly loading the edges of letters.
Good handling starts with proper storage. Printers always
stored type in wooden drawers; the NSW Gulld's Ralph
Lewis lltorksftop uses plastic ice cube trays while the home
user will probably want small boxes in which the type is
held upright. The boxes should be taller than the type
height and fitted with lids to prevent ingress of dirt or
damage to the type's surface.

Beyond storage, one has to be careful not to drop the letters
or knock thern with hard objects. Particular care should be
taken when releasing type Ietters from the chase or type
holder to ensure that they are not dropped onto the floor or
onto the bench top; and either lost or damaged. The NSW
Guild recommends to all users that each item of type is
removed from the chase with small forceps or tweezers and
gently placing them onto a steel surface to cool before
storing away.

Whilst it has never happened to me, there are reports of
type melting due to overheating. This should never occur
in a blocking press fitted with a thermostat and operated at
the correct temperatue setting. A reliable method for the
users ofhand-held type holders is the use ofa converted
frypan (refer to Morocco Bound, Vol 13 No I - page 12) .

Some lead based type, if never used, suffers from metal
oxidation over long periods of storage, usually occurring
in the outer letters in a drawer. I know of no " cure " , but the
solvent inthe printing inkdoes s€em toprevent deterioration,
so it is less frequent in used type. A gentle spraying with
WD4OrM has been suggested as a possible preventative.

In addition to letters, there is also awide range of commercial
and custom design blocks and lines available in both
foundry type and monotype metals. To allow for heating,
blocks need to be solid rather than just a stereo mounted on
a wooden block. Decorative or plain lines can be readily
set with type. Several blocks can be set together in a chase
to form decorative designs, or one can be used as a design
on its o.wn. For example, I have an aeroplane that I use for
notebooks for my aviation industry sons, a trefoil that I use
for the Girl Guides and a set of Olympic rings of which I
expect to make good use in the next five years.

TABULATION SHOWING THE MINIMI.]M NT]MBERS OF LETTERS FORA VIABLE FONT SET

AB C DE F GH I J KLMNO P QR S TUVWXY Z & Nos Punct
7s 55833563 3555632665 5332322 3ea Zea
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KROPPER, Jean G:
Handmade Cards and Books.

Lothian Australian Craft Series, Melboume. 1995.
RRP SAI9.95
Review copy frorn Angus and Robertson, Sydney.

HIS IS AN INTRODUCTORY .A4 sized paperback
writterr by a member of the N^SII Guiltl of Craft
Bookbinders Inc. It is copiously illustrated witlt

photographs and diagrams and includes some full page

colour photographs of finished projects.

Carefirl plurning ofthe contents means that the instructions
rnay be followed using a minimum of readily available
tools. A very brief list of addresses is included in a section
on resoruces.

An introductory section on tools and materials includes a
clear explanation of how to find the grain direction of
paper, something often omitted in beginners' books on
paper crafts.

The instnrctions lnove from making simple cards through
to Japanese concertina and stab bindings to a Coptic
binding. This last seems a good choice as it requires
careful preparation of the parts of the book but, being an
unsupported binding, no sewing frame or press is required.
I tested the instructions for some of the bindings and they
are clear and easy to follow. My main problem with all
instruction manuals, especially perfect bindings such as
this, is how to read the text and do the work at the same
time. Making a tape recording may be one solution.

Concluding the book is a section on making your own
decorated papers and other decorative ideas. If I were
asked to recommend an iutroductory book, this would be
very suitable. The author has also written a book on paper
making in the same series.

BARRETT, Timothy: Japanese Paper Making.
First paperback edition, Weatherill, New York and
Tokyo. 1992.
RRP $A35.00 at Angus and Robertson, Sydney.

UBTITLED Traditions Tools and Technique,s,
reading this book made me understand whythe good
quality Japanese tissues we use for mending are so

expensive. The author spent a considerable time working
with traditional paper craftsmen in Japan, studying materials
and teclmiques and learning how to make the equipment
used.

The fibres are painstakingly harvested, prepared and
checked several times for impurities. The makers of the
mats (su) used in the moulds are a few in number and other
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items of equipment are hand made of selected material.
The kozo and mitsumatafibres can be grown as horticultural
crops but thebest gampi cotnes from wild shrubs which of
course grow in places difficult to reach.

Dealing first with his experiences il Japan, the author
describes the drffi culty ofunlearning Westempaper casting
techniques and acquiring Japanese methods. A heart-
rending paragraph describes him making fifty sheets of
paperina stack andthenthowing the lotback intothe pulp
tub because he was not satisfied with the way the sheets
peeled off before being put on the drying boards.

After returning to a position at the University of Iowa,
Barrett devised methods of making the craft equipmer:t
from Western materials, e.g. substituting fibreglass rods
for the bamboo rods in the sl. Other work was done on the
growing of the fibre plants and the search for native North
American substitutes for those plants.

Complete and detailed diagrams and instructions are given
for making all the equipment and even if you never make
any Japanese paper, reading about its manufacture is
fascinating.

DOTY, Betty and MEREDITH, Rebecca:
Hey Look... I Made a Book!

Ten Speed Press, Califomia. 1992.
RRP $A12.95 at Dymock's, Sydney.

HIS LITTLE PAPERBACK is anotherintroductory
manual and guides the reader through making an
unsupported page block which is inserted in an eas-

ily rnade case. The case may be covered with any fabric
you choose by using the technique ofadhering the boards
to the cloth rather the cloth to the boards.

The book has the positive approach ofusing precut papers
although measurements given are based on US Letter
paper (8.5 x I I inches) as compared with ISO Standard A4
size (8.3 x I1.69 inches). (Is there a fine for usilg non-
metric measures?) (During the time of metric conversion
in Australia, there was a "fire" imposed but for the
information of purists, the measurement of an A4 sheet is
210 x297mm. Ed.). However, the adjustments are fairly
easy to make and the rnstnrctions for sewing ofthe sections
are good.

The book goes on to discuss ways of planning and printing
(photocopying) limited editions of music, poems, articles,
etc which have been prepared by group members. The
book would be ofuse to teachers ofupper primary classes
and higher.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

LEATHER DRESSING
A Subject of Debate

(Morocco Bound - Vol 16 No 2, May 1995)

ROM TIME TO TIME, one is confronted with
debate about whether leather should be dressed and
what dressings are good - or bad.

Now I say quickly, I do not have any answers; but I would
like to advance discussion by targeting some issues. Most
historical debate on the subject has arisen conceming valu-
able leather covered books, which are covered with thin
leathers of various kinds ftom many different countries.
Such variety entices consideration of:-

(a) what kind of leather?
(b) how was it tanned?
(c) what kind of swface/sealing does it have?
(d) what effect do these fininshings/sealings them-

selves have on the leather (preserving or damag-
ing)?

(e) what are the causes of criticism of the dressings
applied overthe years following manufacture ofthe
book etc. For instance,

(i) a dressing may soften a thin leather book
binding/cover and cause the hinge part of the spine
to stretch, become floppy and,/or perhaps break.
(iD remembering that a book contains paper

which over hundreds of years has been prepared
from differnt woods, cottons, hemp, fibres (with
different bleach, chemicals, acids, inks, and glues
used in the process) one must ask what is the
interaction between all of these compounds and
their gases, and is a dressing the main villain at
work?
(iiD thenthere isthe question ofmoulds, andthe

wet or dry, hot or cold, environment in which the
leather object/book etc. is kept.

The benefits or otherwise ofdressings is not conflined to
books and their bindings. Harness, saddles, belts, purses,
bags, wallets, shoes, boots and all manner of things made
from leather must be considered and here again, environ-
ment and the use, or work, they do calls for assessment.

It seems significant that, persistently over hundreds of
years, leather has been dressed in different ways, often, but
not always, to repel the effects of weather. Two broad
categories of dressings are prominent historically:-

(a) fats, waxes and oils of various sorts have been
massaged into the leather to overcome dryness,
brittleness, and to deny the ability to soak up water
which allows excess stretch andJor decay, and

(b) sealers such as varnish and shellacs, used to repel
rain, sweat from horses, cattle and humans.

Whether vegetable tanned leather reacts differently to
chemical/rnetallic compounded tarmed leather (such as

chrome tannage) also has to be considered. That is, is one
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SYDNEY ROYAL EASTER
sHow 1996

BOOKBINDING COMPETITION RESULTS

CLASS I72 CLASS 173 CLASS 174
GENERAL CONTEMPORARY RESTRICTED

BOOKBINDING BINDING CLASS

First Prize
Mrs G F Dean Mrs G F Dean Ms B Davidson

Second Prize
Ms S Braun Ms S Braun Mr A F Ackhurst

Third Prize
l/tu A F Ackhurst Ms K S Baker Ms K S Baker

Highly Commended
Mr D Heyink Mrs P Upton Mrs P Upton

MrTRCorbett MrsMJlayson

fflHIS YEAR'S CRAFT BOOKBINDING competition
I at the Sydney Royal Easter Show attracted some I 8
I .ntri.r"out of 3i registrants. Although less than

the record number received for the 1995 Show, it was
nonetheless quite satisfactory for this event. Officials of
the Arts and Crafts Section of the Royal Agricultural
Society ofNSW have also conveyed their appreciation to
me for the good response to this competition.

The overall standardofentries submirted continued to be
just as high; the competitors prr,viding innovaiive
features in their various items of work which wr:re
executed with a high degree of skill and of their clroices
of materials. Most of the entries came from New South
Wales with some from Victoria and Queensland. On
behalf of the NSW Guild Committee, I wislt to congratulate
the prize winners and to thank all participants for their
interest. The entries of the three fust prize wimers were
deservedly exhibited in the RAS Arts and Crafts Standard
of Excellence display.

John R Newland.

kind ofdressing suitable for vegetable tanned leather, but
not for chrome tanned leather?

It also seems unequivocal in all of this that, in many
instanucs, vegetable tanned leather requires fats and/or
waxes and./or oils to maintain suppleness and to provide
tactile enjoyment.

Ron Mathews.
North Epping, NSW.

Since reading Bill Horton's article Lesther Dressing - A
Misguiiled Tradition, I must confess that I still continue to
use leather dressingfor books (either the Bitish Museum

formulaor Renaissancery) leather reviver) but I no longer
"slop" it on in the quantities that I used to.

Editor.
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